QuaranTEEN BINGO
Washed your
hands more in
one day than
you ever have
before

Created a
quarantine
playlist

Completed an
online
assignment
before the due
date

Tried a new
recipe for
breakfast, lunch,
or dinner

Read a book
published this
year

Took a walk

Binge watched a
new show

Listened to a
podcast

Read an ebook

Conserved toilet
paper

Spent quality
time with a
family member
or pet

Watched an
author read
his/her book
online

FREE SPACE

Changed from
one pair of
pajamas to
another

Took a virtual
tour of a
museum or
national park

Spring cleaned
your room

Reread a
favorite book

Listened to a
digital
audiobook

Took a
technology
break

Forgot what day
of the week it
was

Had a “snackcident”
Tried an online
(accidentally ate workout session
an entire snack
stash in one day)
Sent a “thank
you” email to
your favorite
teacher (or
librarian)

Watched an old
movie you’ve
never seen

Practiced not
touching your
face for an
entire day

Had a family
game night

Since the library is closed, I thought it might be fun to create a BINGO challenge. I realize that my idea of fun might differ from yours,
but what else do you have to do?
The same BINGO rules apply: down, across, or diagonally. Each BINGO you complete equals one entry. Completing the entire page is
worth eleven (11) entries. The prize? A Comfort Colors t-shirt or hat of your choice. Deadline for entries is July 31st.
Resources: Go to the BJHS Symbaloo webmix – Sora for ebooks and digital audiobooks; QuaranTEEN BINGO folder contains links to
author read alouds and virtual tours.

Just to verify that you have actually completed each square, list the playlist, assignment, recipe, new book, show, podcast, ebook,
author & book, virtual tour, digital audiobook, snack, workout, book, favorite teacher, old movie, or game. Take a selfie of you
completing each task. You can be creative, but keep it clean, folks! Share with me your lists & selfies via Google Docs.
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